
 
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 
(A Govt of India Enterprises) 

CORPORATE OFFICE, SEA SECTION 
7th Floor, Bharat Sanchar Bhawan, 

New Delhi - 110 001 
No. 2-12/2012 SEA BSNL 
Dated        14th  May, 2012 

To 
 
 All Circle IFAs 
   
Subject:   Regularization of STS (Ad-hoc) services of executives belonging to Telecom Finance – 
reg. 
 
Sir/Madam, 
 
 Competent Authority in BSNL has approved the proposal for regularisation of ad-hoc services of 
STS (CAO) level officers, against the vacancy of departmental quota as on 1.3.2012, by following the due 
process of CPC, which will be held very shorty. 

2. Eligibility conditions for post based promotion to the grade of STS is 7 years qualifying service in 
the grade of Accounts Officer as on 1st January of the year as per BSNL MS RR. A list of eligible 
STS(Ad-hoc) officers  prepared on the basis of date of promotion to the grade of Accounts Officer on 
regular basis, which is enclosed herewith.   

3. Circles are also requested to intimate to this office as to whether, there is any discrepancy in the 
AO regular promotion order date mentioned against the officers in the list, so as to enable this office to 
arrive at a correct seniority list of AOs/Sr AOs for regularisation of ad-hoc services.  

4. Moreover, as the CPC is to be conducted in a time bound manner, Circle IFAs are also requested to 
kindly arrange to furnish the copy of the missing ACRs/APARs, for the period from 2006-07 to 2010-11 
and any other ACRs/APARs lying in their office, in respect of the officers, whose names are included in 
the list, directly to this office immediately.  

5. There may be cases that some CAO (Ad-hoc) officers who are under order of transfer, but not yet 
reported to new circle of posting, shown in the list, may not be correct. In such cases, ACRs/APARs ibid 
in respect of those officers may be sent to this office by the circle, where the officers are presently 
working. 

 Any other kind of discrepancy found in the list may be intimated to this office immediately in the 
following e-mail address/Fax No, along with the supporting details, preferably before 25th of May, 2012, 
so as to enable this office to finalise the CPC process within the scheduled time. 

   adg_sea@bsnl.co.in    

              011-23352838/23766002 

 This may be treated as MOST URGENT. 

Enclo: as above.  

 
(V K Bazaz) 

Assistant General Manager (SEA) 


